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Located along Scotland’s A82 a few miles before the world famous Glen Coe are a series of small

lakes.  These lakes rest in the open, surrounded by a few hearty trees that stand as silent sentinels

braving the area’s brutal winters, unpredictable weather and near-constant winds.  These pools rest

as beautiful oases in the midst of highland grasslands ringed by the imposing figure of the nearby

glens.

As I made my way towards Glen Coe a few hours before sunset I found myself chasing small

patches of blue sky glimpsed amidst movie-perfect cotton-ball clouds.  The road slowly wound

between hills before spilling out into the near-treeless flat lands and as I crested a final hill, I found

myself greeted by vivid reflections in the still waters of the highland lochs.  Enthralled by the sight, I

quickly pulled my sky blue Volkswagen Beetle Coup to the side of the road and strolled across the

squishy peat, careful to step around small clumps of blooming heather. I found a small path which

led me to the water’s edge, where I snapped this shot of the cloud’s reflection visible in the still

waters of Lochan na h-Achlaise. The mountains in the background are the little siblings of the
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mighty brutes which famously make up Glen Coe and have been featured in movies and songs for

generations.

It was a magical moment, one that embodied the ethereal spirit of the Scottish Highlands – a place

where nature’s raw and primitive beauty is pervasive.

Make sure to head over to flickr to see the rest of the album.

Would you like to see previous Weekly Photos? View past travel pictures here. This photo was

taken on a Canon T3i (600D) Camera.

Visit Virtual Wayfarer's Website: http://www.virtualwayfarer.com
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Bio: Arizona native Alex Berger is
more than just a traveler. He’s a
20-something communication and
cognition masters student at the

University of Copenhagen in Denmark, a business
professional and graduate from Arizona State
University with degrees from Barrett, the Honors
College and the Hugh Downs School of Human
Communication. He wrote his undergraduate thesis on
virtual worlds and their impact on society, and he’s
fascinated by the synergy between education,
technology, business and travel. He’s visited 30-plus
countries and is the founder of the Travel Resource
Network, a series of travel websites dedicated to
sharing travel adventures, knowledge, tips and tricks.

Website: http://www.virtualwayfarer.com
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